In recent years, there has been growing interest in reasoning with uncertainty in logic programming and deductive databases. However, most frameworks proposed thus far are either non-probabilistic in nature or based on subjective probabilities. In this paper, we address the problem of incorporating empirical probabilities { that is, probabilities obtained from statistical ndings { in deductive databases. To this end, we develop a formal model-theoretic basis for such databases. We also present a sound and complete algorithm for checking the consistency of such databases. Moreover, we develop consistency-preserving ways to optimize the algorithm for practical usage. Finally, we show how query answering for empirical deductive databases can be carried out.
Introduction
Uncertainty management plays a central role in everyday human decision making in general, and in many next-generation DBMSs in particular (e.g. one managing a scienti c or image database). Of all scienti c investigations into reasoning with uncertainty and chance, probability theory is one of the best understood paradigms. However, most of the probabilistic frameworks studied in deductive databases and arti cial intelligence are based on subjective probabilities 18, 19, 21] . As argued by Bacchus 1] , the subjective interpretation of probabilities \view probabilities as degrees of belief, held by a particular agent at a particular time." This leads to the following di culties in terms of usability: i) this view does not suggest how an agent can acquire the probabilities, and ii) this view does not provide a mechanism for the agent to revise the probabilities. In contrast, empirical probabilities represent statistical truths about the world. They are objective in nature and are independent of the belief of an agent. They can be obtained and updated by statistical samples. Thus, the aim of this paper is to study how empirical probabilities can be incorporated in deductive databases.
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To motivate our approach and framework, it is best to review how statistical inferencing is usually carried out. Suppose we wish to nd out whether voters are satis ed with the performance of the head of a government. What we do then is to nd a (su ciently large) sample of voters, and to ask each of them whether he or she is satis ed. At the end of the sampling, we know exactly how each of the voters in the sample feels. However, a far more important purpose of the sample is to allow us to infer inductively how a typical voter in the population feels, who is more likely not having been included in the sample. More speci cally, if there are n voters in the sample, k of whom are satis ed, we induce the probability that a typical voter is satis ed is (k=n), with certain margins of error.
To appropriately capture the kind of statistical inferencing outlined above, we study deductive databases which consist of the following two parts. The rst component, called a context, stores two-valued true/false knowledge about the sample. The second component consists of conditional probability statements that are derived from the sample, and that can be used to induce information about individuals or objects not in the sample but in the population. As we shall see later, one of the advantages of this structure is that essentially the context is a normal deductive database. In other words, our empirical deductive databases are \downward" compatible with existing deductive databases without probabilities.
The framework presented here generalizes the preliminary framework reported in 20] . While the latter only supports unary predicates, the framework here provides for predicates of arbitrary arities. To deal with this generality and gain in expressive power, as we shall see later, we need to introduce a sophisticated notion of partitions and subpartitions, and to handle the possible existence of combinations of variable symbols. Moreover, we present here various ways to optimize our consistency checking algorithm for practical usage, and develop a query answering procedure that can handle non-ground queries and rank multiple answers to the queries. The following list summarizes the principal contributions of this paper.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Sections 2 and 3 introduce the syntax and develop a model semantics for empirical deductive databases. Sections 4, 5 and 6 study how the consistency of such databases can be veri ed, and how consistency checking can be optimized. Section 7 develops query answering procedures. Section 8 compares our proposed framework with related works.
Empirical Deductive Databases
Let L be a language generated by nitely many predicate symbols and constant symbols, but no function symbols. An empirical deductive database, or an empirical program, consists of two parts: a context and a set of empirical clauses.
De nition 1 A context C is a nite set of clauses of the form: L 0 L 1^: : :^L n , where: i) for all 0 i n, L i is a literal in L; and ii) any variable appearing in L 0 must appear in any one of L 1 ; : : :; L n . 2
A non-ground clause in a context is implicitly universally quanti ed at the front of the clause. All negations in empirical programs are interpreted classically { not non-monotonically.
De nition 2 An empirical clause is of the form: The intended meaning of the rst clause is that: \given an arbitrary individual X who voted (for someone Y ), the conditional probability that X is male is within the range 0.65, 0.7]."
From an empirical point of view, this clause states that: \amongst all those who voted, between 65% and 70% of them are male." Similarly, the second clause indicates that among all those who voted and who have spouses, 70% to 80% of them voted for the same candidate as their spouses.
2
Note that an empirical clause is not meant to include universal quanti ers on variables appearing in the clause. For instance, the rst clause in the above example is not a statement about a universally quanti ed variable X; rather, it is a statement about a \generic" individual X in the domain of discourse.
Example 2 In recent years, there has been growing interest in data mining or knowledge discovery in databases. Many proposed frameworks attempt to learn quantitative rules from data 23]. For example, the attribute-oriented approach proposed in 10] learns probabilistic rules of the form: learning class(X) condition(X). For instance, the empirical clause 0:63; 0:63]graduate (X) canadian(X)^GPA(X; excellent)^major(X; arts)
represents the rule saying that amongst all Canadian students majoring in arts with excellent GPAs, 63% of them are graduate students. The clauses in the context C indicate that duke is male and voted for bush, and that all those who were voted for are male. The second empirical clause indicates that amongst all those voted for bush, between 20% to 30% are not male. The third clause in E states that amongst all pairs hX; Y i where X is young and Y is a non-young candidate, between 30% and 40% of them satisfy the relationship that X voted for Y . 2 
Model Theoretic Semantics
In this section, we rst discuss why Herbrand interpretations may not always be appropriate for empirical programs. We then present a model theory that suitably handles this complication, and that satis es many requirements of probability theory. In later sections, we present algorithms that determine the consistency of empirical programs.
Insu ciency of Herbrand Interpretations
In conventional logic programming, it su ces to use the Herbrand universe as the domain of an interpretation. This is also the case in our previous works on supporting subjective probabilities 18, 19] . However, the following example shows that when dealing with empirical probabilities, using the Herbrand universe may not always be appropriate. 
Interpretations and Models
As the above example shows, restricting our attention to Herbrand interpretations alone may fail to capture the nature of empirical reasoning. Thus, in our model theory, we also allow non-Herbrand interpretations.
De nition 4 An interpretation I for our language L consists of the following:
i) a non-empty, nite set D called the domain of I; ii) for each constant symbol in L, the assignment of an element in D; and iii) for each predicate symbol q of arity n in L, the assignment of a mapping q that maps D n to ftrue; falseg. Furthermore, we make the assumption that di erent constant symbols in L are mapped to distinct elements in the domain 1 .
2
Note that for our language L, the notion of an interpretation is almost identical to the usual one for rst-order languages 15]. A key di erence is that the domain D is assumed to be nite. There are two reasons for this assumption. The rst one is that empirical programs are intended to re ect ndings from statistical samples which are always nite. The other reason, which is more technical, will be apparent in a later de nition on satisfaction (cf. De nition 9).
Suppose q is a predicate symbol of arity n. To suitably capture the essence of empirical probabilities, we need to count the number of n-tuples in D n such that the tuples are assigned true by q . However, this counting process is complicated by the following issues: 1 This is similar to enforcing an equality axiom that says that distinct constants in L are not equal 15]. the variables X 1 ; : : :; X n appearing in an atom q(X 1 ; : : :; X n ) may not be all distinct (e.g. voted(X; X)); an atom may be partially or fully ground (e.g. voted(X; bush)); and predicate symbols may be of varying arities.
To deal with these complications, we de ne the following notions.
De nition 5 Let Before we proceed to de ne the notion of satisfaction for empirical programs, recall that such a program consists of a context C and a set E of empirical clauses. Given the nature of C, we say that an interpretation I satis es C i I satis es every clause in C in the usual sense for rst-order languages. Thus, we only need to de ne the condition for I to satisfy the set E of empirical clauses.
De nition 9 Let hC; Ei be an empirical program and I be an interpretation. 
Consistency of Sets of Empirical Clauses
In the previous section, we have presented a model theory for empirical programs. We say that an empirical program is consistent i a model exists for that program. In the remainder of this paper, we discuss how to determine the consistency of empirical programs. Our approach is based on constraint satisfaction, which may be implemented by (mixed integer) linear programming techniques. For the ease of understanding, in this section we rst present a method for determining the consistency of sets of empirical clauses (i.e. empirical programs with empty contexts), and show its soundness and completeness. In the next section, we will discuss how this method can be optimized in practice, and in Section 6, we will show how to extend this method to general empirical programs that may have non-empty contexts.
Enumeration of Partitions
Recall that the satisfaction of an empirical clause involves counting tuples of the right kinds. This counting process can be facilitated by dividing the set of all tuples into partitions, as illustrated below. 
2
This example outlines how partitioning can help to translate the consistency checking problem into a constraint satisfaction problem. However, this example is simplistic in that the partitions are set up to accommodate one clause only. In general, the partitions must be set up in such a way that all the empirical clauses in a set can be accommodated. Moreover, partitioning is further complicated by the possible appearance of constants and common variables in literals. The partitioning scheme below deals with these complications.
Given a literal L, we use pos(L) to denote :L if L is negative, and to denote L if L is positive. Let Q be the set fpos(L)jL appears in program Pg 3 . Furthermore, let all possible subsets of Q be enumerated in an arbitrary but xed way: P 1 ; : : :; P t . For all 1 i t, let v i denote the number of tuples that satisfy V A2P i A V A6 2P i :A. It is easy to see that the P i 's divide the set of all tuples into t partitions. Thus, if L 1^: : :^L n does not contain any constant symbols, then the number of tuples that satisfy the conjunction of literals can be determined using the v i 's. This amounts to checking for all partitions P i , whether the conjunction is true in P i in the classical sense or not. Hereafter, we abuse notation by writing P i j = L 1^: : :^L n , whenever L 1^: : :^L n is true in P i . Thus, the number of tuples that satisfy L 1^: : :^L n is given by the summation of the tuples in each P i satisfying the literals, 3 Here we assume that whenever necessary, variables in an empirical clause in program P are renamed to X1; : : : X ma(P) ; : : : . Q is the set fvoted(X 1 ; X 2 ); male(X 1 ); male(X 2 )g. This gives rise to the following eight partitions:
voted(X 1 ; X 2 ) male(X 1 ) male(X 2 ) partition number The rst partition consists of pairs hd 1 ; d 2 i such that voted (hd 1 ; d 2 i) = male (hd 1 i) = male (hd 2 i) = true; the second partition is identical to the rst one except that male (hd 2 i) = false, and so on. Since voted(X 1 ; X 2 ) is true in P 1 ; : : :; P 4 , the number of pairs that satisfy voted(X 1 ; X 2 ) is given by P 
Constraint Version of Empirical Clauses
We are now in a position to de ne the constraint version of an empirical clause. ). However, for notational simplicity, whenever Label(L 1^: : :^L n ) contains all ?'s and no constant symbols, we simply regard it as null.
To generalize the notion of the constraint version of an empirical clause to the constraint version of a set of such clauses, we need to deal with two issues. First, as required in De nition 4, the domain of an interpretation cannot be empty. This property can be enforced by the constraint P t i=1 v i 1, where t denotes the number of partitions as before. Second, constraints must be set up to deal with the subpartitions created for constant symbols as described in the previous subsection.
De nition 12 Let De nition 13 Let E be a set of empirical clauses. The constraint version of E, denoted by con(E), is the set: fcon(Cl)jCl 2 Eg f P t i=1 v i 1g S t i=1 subpar(v i ). 2
As stated above, con(E) contains a huge number of variables and constraints. In the next section, we discuss how in practice the numbers of variables and constraints can be drastically reduced.
Soundness and Completeness
The reason why we set up con(E) is that we intend to check the consistency of E based on the constraints in con(E). The major result of this section is to prove that E is consistent i there is a solution to the constraints in con(E) (cf. Theorem 1 below). To obtain this result, we need the following de nitions and lemmas. To be compatible with the notation described before, let subpartitions of P i be denoted by P 
However, by Constraints (1) and (2) In the previous section, we present a way of translating a set E of empirical clauses to a set con(E) of constraints. The major result there is that E is consistent i con(E) has a solution. This suggests that checking the consistency (and similarly the J?consistency) of E reduces to checking whether con(E) has an integer solution. Since all the constraints are linear, the latter process can be carried out by mixed integer programming algorithms such as the cutting plane method 16]. Thus, one advantage of the framework set up in the previous section is that implementations of such algorithms are widely available in many systems including for example IBM/PC (i.e. the LINDO package). However, as stated in the previous section, con(E) may contain too huge a number of variables v i 's and constraints for integer linear programming algorithms to tackle. The major results of this section are consistency-preserving ways:
to eliminate (irrelevant) variables 4 and constraints, and to reduce the integer programming problem to a (real-valued) linear programming problem which is computationally much cheaper to solve.
With these optimizations, we believe that it is now feasible to check program consistency by constraint satisfaction.
Eliminating Irrelevant Constraints and Variables
Recall from De nition 13 that con(E) is the set: fcon(Cl)jCl 2 Eg f P t i=1 v i 1g S t i=1 subpar(v i ). It is easy to see that the cardinality of the set SP S t i=1 subpar(v i ) is exponential and huge in value. Fortunately, as shown below, most of the variables and constraints in SP can be eliminated. We call a variable v Lemma 4 Let E be a set of empirical clauses. con(E) has a solution i con elim (E) has a solution. 4 Throughout this section, the word \variables" refers to variables appearing in constraints, not variables in L.
Proof Outline If con elim (E) has a solution S, then S can be augmented to be a solution of con(E) by setting all irrelevant variables to 0. Thus, it su ces to prove that if con(E) has a solution S, then S is also a solution of con elim (E). Case 1 all irrelevant variables are 0 in S. Then trivially S is a solution of con elim (E). Then the constraint is in con elim (E). Since solution S satis es this constraint in con(E), it still satis es this constraint in con elim (E). Then all constraints in which v hu 1 ;:::;u ma(P) i i occur are not included in con elim (E). Thus, since S is a solution of con(E), S is a solution of con elim (E).
2
The number of variables appearing in con elim (E) can be further reduced by merging variables that always appear together. For instance, consider the set E of clauses discussed in Example 11. Then con elim (E) consists of Constraints (1) 
Dropping Integrality Constraints
Apart from the number of constraints and variables in con(E) (and similarly in con elim (E)), whether the variables are integer-valued or real-valued also a ects the performance of checking whether con(E) has a solution. If the variables are all integer-valued, the checking process will take a long time. Indeed as de ned in the previous section, our variables in con(E) are all integer variables as they serve to count tuples. Fortunately, for all empirical programs we have in mind, the integrality constraints on variables can be dropped, i.e. all variables can be real-valued. The following lemma shows that for empirical programs that only use rational numbers in their empirical clauses, the simplex method 5 for linear programming can be used 5 While numerous algorithms can be used in the place of the simplex method, the reason why we only show the proof of the lemma for the simplex method is that the method, given its availability, is the algorithm we directly to check whether con(E) has a solution.
Lemma 5 Let E be a set of empirical clauses using rational numbers in their ranges. Let con real (E) be the variant of con(E) such that all integrality constraints on the variables of con(E) are dropped, i.e. all variables in con real (E) are real-valued. Then: con(E) has a solution i the simplex method nds a solution for con real (E). Proof i) (the \only-if" part) If con(E) has a solution S, then S is integer-valued. Clearly, S is a solution of con real (E). Thus, the simplex method will nd a solution for con real (E). ii) Claim:-(the \if" part) If the simplex method nds a solution for con real (E), then con(E) has a solution. If y ij ; y pj ; y pq and y iq are all rational numbers, so is y 0 ij . Given the fact that clauses in E only use rational numbers, and the form of the constraints in con(E) and con real (E), all elements in the initial simplex tableau are rational. Thus, it is an easy induction to show that all elements in the nal simplex tableau are rational. In other words, the real-valued solution S obtained by the simplex method for con real (E) is rational. By multiplying S with a su ciently large integer, an integer-valued solution S 0 can be obtained for con real (E) and hence for con(E). 2
Though the above lemma applies only to empirical clauses using rational numbers, and though as de ned in De nition 2, irrational numbers can be used in empirical clauses, all practical empirical programs we have in mind really fall into the category of using rational numbers only. This is because we intend to obtain all the probability ranges c 1 ; c 2 ] from statistical samples. Furthermore, the lemma applies equally to constraint sets whose irrelevant variables have been eliminated, i.e. con elim (E).
Consistency of Empirical Programs
In Section 4, we have presented a method, based on constraint satisfaction, that can determine the consistency of sets of empirical clauses. In the previous section, we have developed will use in our prototype system. consistency-preserving ways to optimize this method for practical usage. In this section, we show how to extend this method to determine the consistency of empirical programs which may have non-empty contexts.
An Algorithm for Consistency Checking
Given an empirical program hC; Ei, recall from De nition 4 that an interpretation I is a model of the program i I satis es both C and E. In Section 4, we have developed a method for checking the E part of the program. Moreover, there are certainly many ways to check the consistency of the C part, like using the systems described in 3, 17] . Obviously, as shown in Example 11, the problem is that the consistency of C and E, when considered separately, does not guarantee the joint consistency of hC; Ei. One straightforward solution to this problem is to nd a model for the C part and then test for satisfaction of the E part using Theorem 1. However, if hC; Ei is jointly inconsistent, this strategy may not terminate, as C may have in nitely many models. In the following, we present a consistency checking algorithm that always terminates.
Algorithm 1 Let the input be an empirical program P = hC; Ei. 3. Find an Herbrand model of C 2 , using techniques such as the one described in 3].
4. If no such Herbrand model can be found, declare that the program is inconsistent and halt.
5. Otherwise, initialize the set T to con(E) S. This example highlights one of the major di erences between the work presented here and our earlier framework based on subjective probabilities 18, 19] . There, a clause corresponding in appearance to the empirical clause in E applies to every element in the Herbrand domain. Thus, the subjective probability of male(duke) is simultaneously 0 due to :male(duke), and between 0.65 and 0.7 due to the clause in E. Within our subjective framework, this discrepancy would render the program inconsistent.
2
In
Step (1) ). An appropriate constraint is then added in Step (6b) to guarantee that subsequently an interpretation that corresponds to a solution of the constraints in T will be able to make ground literals L true i L is true in M. This property is crucial in proving the soundness and completeness of Algorithm 1 (cf. Theorem 2 below).
After the appropriate constraints have been added to T, any standard (mixed integer) linear programming algorithm can be used in Step (7) to determine whether the constraints in T have a solution. This decision process is guaranteed to halt. If there is a solution, then Algorithm 1 also halts. Otherwise, a new Herbrand model of C 2 is considered. Since the number of Herbrand models of C 2 is nite, Algorithm 1 always terminates. Note that this termination property does not depend on the order the Herbrand models are considered. However, we believe that it is a good heuristic to begin with the minimal models. Techniques described in 3, 17] use this heuristic.
Soundness and Completeness of Algorithm 1
The following theorem shows that Algorithm 1 is a sound and complete procedure for determining consistency of empirical programs. The proof of the theorem makes use of the ). Since Conj is true in M, I also makes Conj true. Therefore, it is the case that hd 1 ; : : :; d ma(P) i is in the subpartition P hc 1 ;:::;c ma(P) i i , where for all 1 j ma(P), c j is mapped to d j in I. Under the assumption that distinct constant symbols are mapped to distinct elements in the domain of I, it is necessary that S I (P hc 1 ;:::;c ma(P) i i ) 1. Hence, I satis es these constraints. By combining all the cases above, S I is a solution of T. Hence, in Step (7), Algorithm 1 declares that hC; Ei is consistent. This completes the proof of the theorem.
The corollary below states that, given a pre-interpretation J, Algorithm 1 can be extended to check for the J?consistency of empirical programs.
Corollary 3 Let J be a pre-interpretation with domain D. When applied with the additional constraint P t i=1 v i = kDk ma(P) in T, Algorithm 1 is sound and complete in determining the J?consistency of empirical program P. 2
Note that Algorithm 1 can be optimized for practical usage using the same techniques described in Section 5. With those optimizations, Algorithm 1 provides a feasible, as well as sound and complete, way of verifying consistency of empirical programs.
7 Query Processing for Consistent Empirical Programs
Outline for Query Answering
In most logic programming frameworks, including the ones we proposed in 18, 19] , queries are existential in nature. Here, queries to an empirical program hC; Ei are di erent. A query is of the form: Q L which intuitively asks for the conditional probability of L, given that the program is true. As a preview, we rst outline a two-step procedure that can be used to answer this query; the procedure will be formalized in Section 7.3.
In the rst step, the query answering procedure poses the query against the context C.
If the context can deduce the truth or falsity system determines and delivers the parts of the video most interesting to the user. 8 To do so, the following empirical program P may be used by the system: :adult(X)^presentation(Y; colorAnimation)
Consider posing the query Q 1 interest(paul; Y ) to P fstudent(paul)g. Then by the rst empirical clause, the system determines it is quite likely that all items Y about facilities may be of interest to paul. On the other hand, suppose that paul has used the system before, and has explicitly stated that he is interested in all color animation items. Then in the context of P, the system may contain the (non-empirical) clause: interest(paul; Y ) presentation(Y; colorAnimation). In this case, query Q 1 can be answered directly from the context, without induction from the empirical part, and the system shows paul all color animation items.
Now consider posing the query Q 2 interest(mary; Y ) to P fgradStudent(mary)g. Since the context cannot be used to answer the query, the system uses the empirical clauses. By the second empirical clause, the system determines it is very likely that mary would like to view all items Y about funding. Moreover, because all graduate students are students, as speci ed by the rst clause in the context, the rst empirical clause is also applicable to mary. Thus, the system may also show mary the items about facilities. Similarly, since all graduate students are adults, the system may choose to show mary items about the history of the department and the university.
2
Query Q 2 above highlights a major issue involved in the kind of inductive answering we wish to support { the choice of answers when more than one empirical clause (i.e. inductive answer) is applicable. In the above example, the system needs to choose from items about facilities, funding or history. The approach we take to resolve such con icts is the one customarily used in statistical inferences { choose the one with the most speci c reference class. In our example, since gradStudent(X) implies student(X) and adult(X), gradStudent is the most speci c reference class. Thus, the system will show items about funding. For more discussion on reference classes, see 14]. As many researchers have observed 1, 22], changing reference classes can lead to non-monotonic modes of reasoning. For instance, if student(mary) is the only fact about mary, then the system will show items about facilities. However, if the additional fact gradStudent(mary) is included, the items of interest may change immediately. 8 The full system allows the user to give feedback to it which can then adjust, if necessary, what to show the user next. Such feedback provides a basis for updating the probabilities used by the system.
Compilation of Empirical Programs
The following algorithm uses empirical clauses and clauses in the context to generate other empirical clauses so that query processing can be simpli ed. As the generation process is query-independent, this algorithm should be carried out at compile-time.
Algorithm 2 Let P = hC; Ei be an empirical program. iteration. Since L is a nite language, there can only be a nite number of empirical clauses of the forms generated above. Thus, Algorithm 2 terminates after a nite number of iterations, producing a nite compiled program comp(P). The lemma below shows that the generated clauses do not change the original meaning of P.
Lemma 6 Let P = hC; Ei be an empirical program. Then P and comp(P) are logically equivalent.
Proof Outline Since all clauses in P are in comp(P), it is su cient to show that all models of P are models of comp(P). Let We are now in a position to specify declaratively the set of correct answers for a given query.
In the following, we will rst focus on ground queries Q L. In Section 7.6, we will discuss how to handle non-ground queries. C : gradStudent(mary) student(X) gradStudent(X) E : 0:6; 0 :7] interest(X; clip 1 ) student(X) 0:8; 1] interest(X; clip 1 ) gradStudent(X)
Obviously, Steps 1 and 2 of Algorithm 3 do not give any de nite answer to the query. In
Step 3, S consists of both empirical clauses. In Step 4, the computed maximally preferred class in fstudent(X); gradStudent(X)g is gradStudent(X). Note that Algorithm 3 requires a procedure for checking logical consequences. Such checking can be implemented by a standard unsatis ability checker, such as one based on resolution, or a mixed integer programming algorithm such as the one described in 3]. 9 This is equivalent to returning 0,1] (i.e. \unknown") as the answer. However, for the ease of presentation of the algorithm and the soundness proof later on, we would rather the algorithm halts without returning any range.
According to Step The lemma above shows that Algorithm 3 is sound. However, the example below shows that Algorithm 3 may not be complete. By De nition 19, we say that Algorithm 3 is complete i the algorithms nds all the tightest ranges contained in consq(P; L), i.e. consq(P; L) proof(P; L).
Example 18 Consider the following empirical program P: The above example highlights one of the major reasons why Algorithm 3 is not complete. That is, in order to get the tightest ranges, query answering may require very intricate reasoning involving both empirical clauses and clauses in the context. Moreover, this process may in general involve multiple clauses. The compilation carried out by Algorithm 2 is certainly not powerful enough. However, for a procedure to get all the tightest ranges, it may need to reason with all possible combinations of clauses. This is a process we believe is too expensive even to be conducted at compile-time. Hence, the current compilation procedure, as speci ed in Algorithm 2, tries to strike a balance between e ciency and completeness by generating clauses that do not appear in the original program and that are easy to be produced. In fact, our query answering algorithm is sound but incomplete for both P and comp(P). The only di erence is that the \degree" of incompleteness for the latter is less than that of the former, as P comp(P).
Guntzer et al 9] develops a probabilistic calculus that can handle non-monotonic uncertainty reasoning. While they do not provide a model semantics for their framework, they prove the soundness of their calculus. However, for reasons similar to the ones cited above, their calculus may not be complete. 
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The above example shows that the notion of Body i being more applicable than Body j is weaker than the notion of Body i being more preferred than Body j . In particular, for a set fBody 1 ; : : :; Body n g, the notion of applicability does not constitute a partial ordering on the elements of the set. Thus, this notion alone is not powerful enough to rank maximally preferred classes. However, the following de nition proposes a heuristic way to rank maximally preferred classes.
De nition 21 Let fBody 1 ; : : :; Body n g be a collection of maximally preferred classes. i) For all 1 i n, de ne more(Body i ) to be the cardinality of the set fBody j j Body i is more applicable than Body j g. ii) For all 1 i n, de ne less(Body i ) to be the cardinality of the set fBody j j Body j is more applicable than Body i g. iii) For all 1 i n, de ne rank(Body i ) = more(Body i ) ? less(Body i ). 2
If there are n maximally preferred classes, rank(Body i ) ranges from n?1 to ?(n?1 
adult(X)^aboutHistory(Y ). But now according to
Step 5a of Algorithm 4, it is the case that rank(Body 2 ) = 2 because of the second and third clauses in the context. Thus in Step 5b, the algorithm only returns the range 0.8,1] and halts. 2
As a nal note, computing the ranks of maximally preferred classes may be a time-consuming task to be carried out at run-time. One optimization would be to compute at compile-time a 3 . However, we believe that conducting the ranking across the maximally preferred classes of all uni ers corresponds more closely to the kind of query answering based on the most speci c reference classes outlined in Section 7.1. This is because the notion of a class being more speci c than another is a concept that is based on the classes themselves, but not on individual elements in the classes.
Related Work
There have been many proposals on multivalued logic programming. These include the works by Baldwin Shapiro 25] and van Emden 26] . However, all of these proposals are nonprobabilistic, as they are based either on fuzzy set theory, possibilistic logic or DempsterShafer theory. As we believe that a probabilistic approach to quantitative deduction in logic programming is important, we have proposed a framework for probabilistic deductive databases 18, 19] . This framework is based on a subjectivistic view of probabilities, that is viewing probabilities as degrees of belief held by a particular agent. More speci cally, in technical terms, the framework is based on regarding Herbrand interpretations as possible worlds and attaching probabilities to closed formulas in the language. However, it is incapable of expressing statistical generalizations.
In contrast, the framework presented here is intended to express empirical probabilities that represent statistical truths about the world, or at least about statistical samples drawn from the world. In other words, these probabilities are objective in nature, independent of the beliefs of an agent. More technically speaking, while in the framework studied in 18, 19] , probability distributions are de ned over the sentences of logical languages, here probability distributions are de ned over the domain of discourse. Example 14 highlights the major di erence between these two approaches. Within our subjective framework, a clause corresponding in appearance to the empirical clause in E applies to every element in the Herbrand domain. Thus, the subjective probability of male(duke) is simultaneously 0 due to :male(duke), and between 0.65 and 0.7 due to the clause in E. Within our subjective framework, this discrepancy would render the program inconsistent.
The framework presented here generalizes our framework reported in 20] which only supports unary predicate symbols. Thus, our language here allows us to express and reason with relationships among groups of elements in the domain of discourse. To deal with this generality and gain in expressive power, we need to adopt a more sophisticated notion of partitions, introduce the notion of subpartitions, and handle the existence of combinations of variable symbols (cf. the material covered in Section 4 here). Furthermore, we present in this paper various ways to optimize our consistency checking framework for practical usage, and develop a query answering procedure that can handle non-ground queries and rank maximally preferred classes.
The integration of logic and probability theory has been the subject of numerous studies 1, 21, 22] . More relevant to our work here is Bacchus' framework that extends full rst order logic with empirical probability statements 1]. He develops a sound and complete proof procedure for consistent theories. We provide explicit mechanisms for determining the consistency of empirical programs. These mechanisms are based upon (mixed integer) linear programming techniques, and may be implemented on top of standard (integer) linear programming packages.
Conclusions
In this paper, we investigate how to incorporate empirical probabilities in deductive databases. We propose a framework whereby an empirical deductive database consists of a context and a collection of empirical clauses. For such databases, we develop a model-theoretic semantics, and a sound and complete algorithm for checking consistency. Combined with the optimization techniques proposed in this paper, this algorithm can be readily implemented by linear programming methods. Last but not least, we develop query processing procedures which can support inductive answering, and can rank multiple answers to queries heuristically. In ongoing work, we are developing a prototype implementation of the query answering procedures, and will integrate the prototype with the Hyperbrochure discussed in Example 15.
